Monday, April 3, 2017

10:00 - 10:45
Welcome speech and presentation of the Krishnadas Shama Goa State Central Library's activities

11:00 - 12:00
Lecture by Joël Cabalion (University of Tours, UMR CITERES)
Locating the common(s): beyond the double movement?

Lunch break - 12:00 - 13:30

Panel n°1 - Introducing the commons: stakes and perspectives
13:30 - 16:15
An overview of changing perspectives and interpretations on community owned resources in India
Nagesh Anand
Common Property Resource Management in Awadh Tarai: A Critical Analysis
Ankita Singh

Tea break - 15:00 - 15:15

Privatization of Public Sector Units in India: Dilution in Social Identities and Community-Based Land Rights
Gosal Anavee

ROUND TABLE - 15:15 - 16:15
16:15 - 17:45
Methodological workshop by Mollinga Ripport (CISH, CNRS)
All are welcome - 2nd session discussion

Dinner - 19:30

Tuesday, April 4, 2017

09:30 - 10:30
Lecture by Pranab Mukhopadhyay (University of Goa)

Panel n°2 - Uses and Values of shared resources
10:30 - 11:30
Examing the Commons in a Urbanizing Spaces: The Case of Water Bodies in Bengaluru, Karnataka
Amogh Arakali

From Economical to Ecological Value of Land: addressing relations of nature and urbanity in planning
Anjali Karol Mohan, Mohan Rao and Rahul Paul

Comonning for Land Rights and Collective Action In Urban Context in South Asia and other Southern cities
Irene Salenson and Claire Simonneau

Tea break - 11:00 - 11:15

Lunch break - 12:15 - 13:45

Panel n°3 - Commons and collective actions
13:45 - 16:30
A partial consensus for public good provision
Anwesha Banerjee

Women's Farming Collectives
Roshan Rathod

New spaces of cooperation and collective action
Pascal Singer

ROUND TABLE - 16:30 - 17:30

Dinner - 19:30

Wednesday, April 5, 2017

09:30 - 11:00
Methodological workshop by Audrey Richard (IFP, CNRS)
All are welcome - 2nd session discussion

Tea break - 11:00 - 11:15

Panel n°4 - Crossed views on the diversity of the commons
11:15 - 15:15
The Un 'Community' of Commons: Addressing the marginalities through grass roots initiatives
Prachi S. Naik

From patients to patients, questioning medicines as commons in rural India
Marine Al Dahdah and Aalok Kumar

Lunch break - 12:15 - 13:45

Cultural practices of natural resources management among buddhist community in the hill region of Nepal
Radoth N. Noji

ROUND TABLE - 14:15 - 15:15
15:15 - 17:00